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bring about a new orientation in policy, involving conciliation with
the United States, is due in part to the fact that our Government
had most wisely followed precisely the policy which I have
advocated. Those recommendations of mine wound up with the
statement : " If by such action we can bring about the eventual
discrediting of Japan's leaders, a regeneration of thought may ulti-
mately take shape in this country, permitting the resumption of
normal relations with us and leading to a readjustment of the whole
Pacific problem." Matsuoka's discrediting and downfall were due
primarily to his miscalculations in connection with Germany's attack
on Soviet Russia, but it was the strong policy of the United States—
that of meeting every Japanese aggressive step with a step of our
own—that led indirectly to his fall. I believe that the opportunity
now presents itself to bring about a regeneration of thought in Japan,
the resumption of normal relations with the United States, and a
readjustment of the whole Pacific problem. This will not be easy
to accomplish—it will depend in large measure on just how near
the end of her rope Japan finds herself economically as a result of
our own economic steps—but it is by no means impossible if we
continue to play our cards with wisdom.
It is not appeasement that I now advocate, but " constructive
conciliation.33 The word " constructive33 is important. It connotes
building, and no one is going to be foolish enough to try to build
any structure, if it is to be a permanent structure, on an insecure
foundation. The purpose of the exploratory conversations with Japan
has been to try to find such a foundation, and in laying such a
foundation there can be no compromise with the fundamental
principles on which American policy is based. In the second place,
it is due to our following the strong policy advocated that we have
created a situation where constructive conciliation may be possible.
In facing these difficult and highly complicated problems, let us
not forget that diplomacy is essentially our first line of national
defence, while our Navy is but the second line and our Army, let us
hope, the third line. If the first line, diplomacy, is successful, those
other lines will never have to be brought into action, even although
that first line is immeasurably strengthened by the mere presence of
those other lines, the reserves behind the front. It is the first line,
diplomacy, that must bear the responsibility for avoiding the necessity
of ever using those reserves, and it is in that light that I look on my
duties here in Japan. What the eventual outcome will be, I do not
know ; nobody knows ; but defeatism is not within my philosophy.
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October i, 1941
A Japanese friend of high standing took me aside and said that
he had learned from his close contacts with the Black Dragon Society
that political circles in Tokyo now know of the Prime Minister's
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